
 English (reading and writing) Maths Other activities  

1. Carrying on from last week’s work, you are 
going to continue your play script. Remember, 
you could use the video clip as an idea or write 
your own play. 
Step 1 - read your work from last week to 
remind yourself and make sure there are not 
any mistakes. 
Step 2 – you should have the title, cast list and 
setting already. Start writing the speech.  
*no speech marks  
*adverbs in brackets 
*use the play script example to help. 
1.Playscript example 

2. Recipe scaling 
Look at the recipe, Mrs Morris 
doesn’t think it’s going to make 
enough! Can you increase the recipe 
to make more pancakes? 
 
*The recipe is real so send your 
teacher some pictures if you fancy 
having a go at making pink 
pancakes! 

Art 
We started our ‘Exit point’ 
piece of artwork at school 
but did not get to finish. 
Choose one of these 
famous pieces of artwork 
and re-create it! This can 
be using pencils, pens, 
paint or even on the 
computer. 
3.Famous artwork 

2. Finish your play script. Remember to use the 
example to help.  
 
When you finish, remember to edit and improve 
your work.  
 
 

4.Shape 
Write down everything you know 
about these shapes.  
Challenge 
Can you create a robot using only 
three types of shape? 
e.g. squares, rectangles and triangles  

Music 
Login to ‘Churanga’ to 
complete some music 
tasks. You should have an 
email with your login 
details. 

3. Acting time! Act out your play script. You can 
use family members to be different characters 
or you can use different voices and outfits to be 
all of your characters. We would love to see 
some short video clips of what you have made.  
 
If you finish this early, you can start tomorrow’s 
reading work as there’s plenty to do. 
 
 

Subtraction 
Make a set of cards with the digits 0-
9 on. Mix the cards up and choose 4 
digits to make a number. Choose 
another 4 digits to make a number. 
Put the largest number on top and 
write as a subtraction sum using our 
column subtraction method. Work 
out the answer.    
KM maths group-10 sums.   
HBS maths group-20 sums.   
CH maths group-30 sums.   

RE 
This term, we were going 
to start learning about 
Islam. Our focus in Year 
Four is religious festivals. 
What can you find out 
about Ramadan? Use the 
research sheet help you. 
5. Ramadan research 

4. RWI/Mrs Brodie-Shaw’s guided reading group 
- Poetry 

Mrs Howell’s guided reading group 
- Poetry and non-fiction 

Mrs Morris’ guided reading group 
- Poetry, non-fiction and fiction  

6. Poetry text and questions 
7. Non-fiction text and questions 
8. Fiction text and questions  
9. Butterfly answers 
10. Reading help sheet 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-
games/hit-the-button    

Use the link to play hit the button, 
make sure to practise the times 
tables that you find tricky! How 
many can you answer in the 1-
minute time limit? 
 
Can you design your own times table 
game or quiz to play with your 
family?  

Science 
11. Transparent, 
translucent and opaque. 
Complete the worksheet to 
find out what these new 
words mean.  

5. Choose your three favourite books and explain 
why you love them. Have a look at Mrs Morris’ 
example.  
Challenge: can you design a new front cover for 
one of your books? 
Super challenge: can you write a new ending for 
one of your favourite books? 
 
12. Mrs Morris’ favourite books 

Angles  
13. Right angles  
Complete the worksheet hunting for 
right angles.  

Family task 
14. How similar are you? 
 
Ask someone in your family 
to answer the same 
questions as you. Do you 
have any of the same 
answers? Are you very 
different? 

 
Remember to use TTrockstars and Spelling shed.  

Keep an eye out for Mrs Brodie-Shaw’s Hive game at 11am every day on 

Spelling shed.  
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